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The Chair’s Corner
by Shel Stark

What we do as ADR Professionals is provide conflict resolution services. Accordingly, I 
suggest it is fair to sometimes consider ourselves peacemakers. Think of the many times 

signing that final settlement agreement felt like a peace treaty ending a long and bloody conflict! 
Whether we serve as arbitrators or mediators, we assist parties in resolving their disputes – often 
by bringing peace to the table or assisting them in finding a peaceful disposition through the 
mediation process. Settlement brings parties closure. Closure can mean peace, reconciliation, 

acknowledgement, respect, a new beginning. Closure can also mean the end of an emotional roller coaster ride, significant financial 
outlays, business distraction, and more. Isn't that the moral and functional equivalent of peace?

I’ve been thinking about our role as peacemakers a great deal this summer. What a summer it has been. Peace has not been evident. 
Threats of nuclear weapons on the Korean Peninsula. Neo-Nazis on the march in Charlottesville, Virginia; one counter-protestor dead. 
Troops from India and China – two of the most populous nations on earth – firing live ammunition at one another in the Himalayas; 
while Pakistani and Indian troops are throwing rocks in Kashmir. Hostility and conflict divide our two main political parties and civil 
war is now breaking out within each. 

We may have little power or influence on the world stage, little ability to end deadlock and political blood sport in Washington. 
Nonetheless, I am proud to be part of this practice. I believe in the work that we do. It is gratifying to be retained by parties and their 
advocates, to be trusted with their stories, given the opportunity to understand their problems and challenges, to help them identify the 
impediments to resolution, and to assist in finding solutions that meet their needs and interests. While there is little we can do about 
the intractable problems currently roiling the geopolitical world, I like to believe we can still make a difference and bring a little peace to 
people in our local community. Collectively, the members of our Section have contributed mightily to reducing the level of conflict in 
our little corner of the world. Knowing that I’m a part of that effort is a source of real satisfaction.

It has been an honor to serve this last year as Chair of the ADR Section. My term is drawing to a close. It has been a privilege to work 
with the dedicated individuals who serve on the ADR Section Council and its Executive Committee. The leadership of the ADR 
Section consists of outstanding individuals who give back to the profession, help us sharpen our skills, care about improving service to 
the public, and who believe in the importance of improving the climate for peacekeeping and ADR across the State of Michigan. We 
are fortunate to have the involvement of the many high-minded volunteers who chair and staff our committees and task forces. We owe 
them an enormous thank you! In Mary Anne Parks, our hard-working Section Administrator, we have the energy and support of a fine 
professional who believes in advancing our mission and goals. I’m delighted to say her contract has been extended for a second year.

On October 13 and 14, 2017 at our Annual Meeting at the Inn at St. John’s in Plymouth, we will see some important changes. 
Significantly, the gavel will pass to Lee Hornberger as our new Chair. I am confident you will give Lee the same level of support and 
encouragement you’ve given me. Lee will bring a treasure trove of good ideas and experience to the job. We’ll add three new people to 
the council and I look forward to their fresh input and new ideas. When Lee takes the Chair he will relinquish the reins of The Michigan 
Dispute Resolution Journal to Associate Editor Erin Archerd, Assistant Professor at the University of Detroit Mercy School of Law. Please 
welcome Erin’s ascension to be Editor of this fine journal!

I hope you will join us in October. The Annual Meeting includes:

•  8 hours of advanced mediator training needed to remain on your court lists. We will be showcasing some of Michigan’s leading 
trainers and practitioners. 

• Our cocktail reception on Friday night. Network and relax with friends and colleagues. 

•  A fine awards banquet where we will hear from Michigan Supreme Court Justice Bridget McCormack, break bread together and 
recognize George Roumell as our Distinguished Service Award recipient; and the men and women of the Oakland Mediation Center 
with the Nanci Klein Award, named for the OMC's first Executive Director.

Thanks to all of you for making this year an eventful and meaningful one for me! I look forward to a new year of successful conflict 
resolution and long-lasting peace making!
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In Memory of Chuck Judson

Chuck Judson, 2009-2010 Chair of the ADR Section, died on July 24, 2017. Under Chuck’s leadership, 
the ADR Section sponsored the Michigan Bar Journal June 2010 ADR theme issue. He was a presenter and 
moderator at the Advanced Negotiation and Dispute Resolution Institutes sponsored jointly by the Institute 
for Continuing Legal Education and the ADR Section in 2008, 2010, and 2012.

ADR Section Chair Shel Stark stated that “Chuck was always the utmost professional and on the cutting 
edge of advancing and supporting alternative dispute resolution in Michigan. He was a vanguard of the ADR profession. We will truly 
miss him.”

Chuck was a shareholder with Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge in Traverse City. He had extensive experience representing municipal 
entities and non-profit organizations. He provided counsel for financing capital projects, lease negotiations, and general governance and 
compliance matters. His practice also included business transactions and commercial loan workouts. He was recognized statewide as a 
mediator, business facilitator, and arbitrator.

Chuck took pride in assisting clients with issues in which practical and readily available solutions did not always seem viable. 
He assisted business partners in resolving differences so that the financial interests of the business could survive. In addition, he had 
experience with real estate and construction matters because of his long-standing representation of contractors. Chuck also had 
extensive expertise in school law, district library law, and airport law. 

Chuck received his Bachelor of Arts degree from Albion College and his Juris Doctorate, cum laude, from the University of Detroit. 
While in law school, he was a member of the Order of Barristers and on the National Moot Court Team.

He was a member and former President of the Grand Traverse-Leelanau-Antrim Bar Association, a member of the American 
Bar Association, a member of the State Bar of Michigan (Real Property Law Section, Airport Law Section, and Alternative Dispute 
Resolution Section), and a member of the Florida Bar Association. In 1996, Chuck was elected a Fellow of the Michigan State Bar 
Foundation, which recognizes attorneys for extraordinary commitment to their communities and profession. In 2012 and 2013, he was 
listed in Best Lawyers in America in the area of government relations.

He was extremely active in his profession and community. He served as Chair of the Traverse City Area Chamber of Commerce, 
was a former Chair of the Traverse City Downtown Development Authority, and was a Chair Emeritus of the Northwestern Michigan 
College Foundation. Chuck was a mediator for general civil matters and family law matters in the 13th Judicial Circuit Court as well as 
for the United States District Court for the Western District of Michigan. Among his clients were the Grand Traverse Metro Emergency 
Services Authority, National Cherry Festival, Northwestern Michigan College, Northwestern Regional Airport Commission, Traverse 
Area Chamber of Commerce, and Traverse Area District Library.

He was AV Peer Review Rated by Martindale-Hubbell, listed in Best Lawyers (2012-2017) for government relations 
practice, listed in Leading Lawyers (2014) for ADR law: commercial litigation, was a recipient of the Traverse City Chamber of 
Commerce Distinguished Service Award in 2016, and of the Northwestern Michigan College Fellow award, the highest honor 
bestowed by the college’s Board of Trustees, in 2016.

 Chuck was a gem. He was a light in the ADR community. He was always a joy to see, talk and work with. He was a good man 
who treated everybody with dignity and respect. His absence is a great loss to all of us. 

Chuck Judson
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Mediator-Arbitrator Conduct After 
Arbitration and Mediation

By Lee Hornberger

An interesting decision by the Michigan Court of Appeals demonstrates the ethical challenges posed by long-standing, close 
relationships between attorneys and the arbitrators and mediators they select. Hartman v Hartman, unpublished opinion per curiam 

of the Court of Appeals, issued August 7, 2012 (No. 304026), concerned the same attorney serving as both the arbitrator and the 
mediator, and the post-arbitration/mediation alleged conduct of the arbitrator-mediator and defense counsel. Hartman shows that “[n]
o part of the arbitration process is more important than that of selecting the person who is to render the decision[,]” Elkouri & Elkouri, 
How Arbitration Works (8th ed., 2016), p. 4-39, and “[c]hoosing an arbitrator may be the most important step the parties take in the 
arbitration process.” Roger I. Abrams, Inside Arbitration (2013), p. 37. See generally James J. Harrington, III, “Family Law Arbitration: 
Successful Strategies and Tactics,”  The ADR Quarterly (July 2016), p. 2; and Martin C. Weisman and Sheldon J. Stark, “Is Med/Arb the 
Process for You,” Michigan Bar Journal (June 2015), p. 26.

Circuit Court
In Hartman, a contentious divorce matter, the Circuit Court ordered the parties to mediation. An attorney neutral was mutually 

selected to be the mediator. When the first mediation did not result in a mediated settlement agreement, the parties agreed to arbitrate 
using the mediator as the arbitrator. The arbitrator issued awards covering minor issues. Before arbitration on the major issues, the 
parties agreed to mediate once again, utilizing the arbitrator as a mediator. When this mediation did not result in a mediated settlement 
agreement, the parties eventually agreed to a settlement on their own. At the entry of judgment hearing, the plaintiff said he had 
concerns about the arbitrator acting as a neutral. The hearing was continued for four weeks. Plaintiff’s counsel contacted the arbitrator 
to inform the arbitrator of the dates. The arbitrator informed plaintiff’s counsel that the arbitrator was going to be in Florida and staying 
at the home of defense counsel where defense counsel would also be present.

The plaintiff filed motions to remove the arbitrator, appoint a new arbitrator, and obtain relief from the settlement agreement. The 
defendant argued that the arbitration awards were moot because a settlement had been reached. Defense counsel argued that what had 
occurred in Florida was hospitality and that numerous attorneys, including judges, had stayed at defense counsel’s Florida home. The 
Circuit Court denied plaintiff’s motion, stating that there was no appearance of impropriety because the parties ultimately reached an 
agreement, and the trip to Florida occurred 30 days after the mediation. A judgment of divorce was entered. The Circuit Court held 
there was no evidence of clear or actual bias by the arbitrator and no evidence to prove that what occurred rose to the level of clear, 
actual partiality.

Court of Appeals
The Court of Appeals affirmed the denial of plaintiff’s motion to set aside the settlement agreement and judgment of divorce. 

However, the Court of Appeals stated that:  

[T]he totality of the circumstances in the case at bar rises to a level that would have required the arbitrator to be 
removed from arbitrating or mediating the remaining matters. However, the final matters that remained outstanding 
at the time of the arbitrator’s and defense counsel’s vacation together were settled by the judge. The arbitration awards 
issued before the settlement agreement became moot because the settlement agreement handled those matters. The 
only issue not moot is whether the settlement agreement can be set aside. We find that it cannot. 

It is not clear whether plaintiff argued that his negotiating positions in reaching settlement were influenced by the arbitrator’s 
prior arbitration decisions and/or the mediator’s comments. To the degree that there was a relationship between plaintiff’s negotiating 
positions and the arbitration decisions and mediation process, one issue is whether the plaintiff was entitled to a process different from 
the alleged post-arbitration-mediation conduct of the neutral.

Lee Hornberger
Introduction
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Standards of Conduct for Neutrals
The State Court Administrative Office (SCAO) former Standards of Conduct for Mediators (effective until January 31, 2013) 

indicated: 

(4) Confl ict of Interest. 

(a) A confl ict of interest is a dealing or relationship that might create an impression of possible bias or could 
reasonably be seen as raising a question about impartiality. A mediator shall promptly disclose all actual and potential 
con flicts of interest reasonably known to the mediator. ... 

(b) The need to protect against confl icts of interest also governs conduct that occurs … after the mediation.  
A mediator must avoid the appearance of con flict of interest … after the mediation. Without the consent of all 
parties, a mediator shall not subsequently establish a professional relationship with one of the parties in a related 
matter, or in an unrelated matter under circumstances that would raise legitimate questions about the integrity of the 
mediation process. A mediator shall not establish a personal or intimate relationship with any of the parties that would 
raise legitimate questions about the integrity of the mediation process. (Emphasis added).

The SCAO’s current Mediator Standards of Conduct Standards (effective February 1, 2013) provide: 

   Standard III. 

 Confl icts of Interest 

A. A mediator should avoid a confl ict of interest or the appearance of a confl ict of interest both during and after mediation. 
A con flict of interest is a dealing or relationship that could reasonably be viewed as creating an impression of possible bias or 
as raising a question about the impartiality or self-interest on the part of the mediator.… 

G. In considering whether establishing a personal or another professional relationship with any of the participants after the 
conclusion of the mediation process might create a perceived or actual confl ict of interest, the mediator should consider 
factors such as time elapsed since the mediation, consent of the parties, the nature of the relationship established, and services 
offered. (Emphasis added.) 

The American Bar Association’s Code of Ethics for Arbitrators in Commercial Disputes (March 1, 2004) indicates:

CANON I: AN ARBITRATOR SHOULD UPHOLD THE INTEGRITY AND FAIRNESS OF THE 
ARBITRATION PROCESS. 

C. After accepting appointment and while serving as an arbitrator, a person should avoid entering into 
any business, professional, or personal relationship, or acquiring any financial or personal interest, which is 
likely to affect impartiality or which might reasonably create the appearance of partiality. For a reasonable 
period of time after the decision of a case, persons who have served as arbitrators should avoid entering 
into any such relationship, or acquiring any such interest, in circumstances which might reasonably create 
the appearance that they had been infl uenced in the arbitration by the anticipation or expectation of the 
relationship or interest. … . (Emphasis added.)

Michigan Attorney Grievance Commission
On December 14, 2016, the Grievance Administrator of the Michigan Attorney Grievance Commission issued formal complaint No. 

16-143-GA against the attorney who had served as the arbitrator and mediator in Hartman. MCR 9.109(B)(6). http://www.agcmi.org/
formal_disciplinary_proceedings/docs/Grievance Administrator v. Susan E. Paletz P34445.pdf    It is too early to determine where this 
will end up or to predict the outcome. The charges in the complaint are allegations only. The allegations suggest, however, that ADR 
providers proceed carefully, make certain their disclosures are complete, detailed, and up-to-date, and be mindful about even the 
appearance of bias or confl icts when serving as mediator or arbitrator for good friends and close colleagues. 

The complaint alleges that, as a licensed Michigan attorney, an attorney is subject to the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and the 
Attorney Discipline Board whether or not the attorney’s acts or omissions occurred in the course of an attorney-client relationship. MCR 9.104. 

http://www.agcmi.org/formal_disciplinary_proceedings/docs/Grievance%20Administrator%20v.%20susan%20E.%20Paletz%20P34445.pdf
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The complaint further alleges that SCAO is required to develop and approve standards of conduct for all mediators designed to 
promote honesty, integrity, and impartiality in providing court-connected dispute resolution services. MCR 2.411(G).  SCAO is 
further required to develop and approve standards of conduct specifically for domestic relations mediators designed to promote honesty, 
integrity, and impartiality in providing court-connected dispute resolution services. MCR 3.216(K). The complaint further alleges 
that the Agreement to Arbitrate in Hartman provided the case was being submitted to arbitration pursuant to the Michigan Domestic 
Relations Arbitration Act, MCL 600.5070-5082. 

MCL 600.5070 provides, in part:

 This chapter provides for and governs arbitration in domestic relations matters. Arbitration proceedings under 
this chapter are also governed by court rule except to the extent those provisions are modified by the arbitration 
agreement or this chapter. This chapter controls if there is a confl ict between this chapter and chapter 50 [MCL 
600.5001] or between this chapter and the [U]niform [A]rbitration [A]ct [MCL 691.1681]. 

MCL 600.5075 provides, in part: 

 An arbitrator, attorney, or party in an arbitration proceeding under this chapter shall disclose any circumstance that may 
affect an arbitrator’s impartiality, including, but not limited to, bias, a financial or personal interest in the outcome of the 
arbitration, or a past or present business or professional relationship with a party or attorney. Upon disclosure of such a 
circumstance, a party may request disqualification of the arbitrator and shall make that request as soon as practicable after 
the disclosure...

The Uniform Arbitration Act (UAA) provides: 

 (1) Before accepting appointment, an individual who is requested to serve as an arbitrator, after making a reasonable 
inquiry, shall disclose to all parties to the agreement to arbitrate and arbitration proceeding and to any other arbitrators 
any known facts that a reasonable person would consider likely to affect the impartiality of the arbitrator in the 
arbitration proceeding, including: 

(a) a financial or personal interest in the outcome of the arbitration proceeding; and 

 (b) an existing or past relationship with any of the parties to the agreement to arbitrate or the arbitration proceeding, 
their counsel or representatives, a witness, or another arbitrators. 

 (2) An arbitrator has a continuing obligation to disclose to all parties to the agreement to arbitrate and arbitration 
proceeding and to any other arbitrators any facts that the arbitrator learns after accepting appointment which a 
reasonable person would consider likely to affect the impartiality of the arbitrator. MCL 691.1692. (Emphasis added.)

The complaint further alleges that the attorney committed the following misconduct and is subject to discipline under MCR 9.104: 

 1.   Engaged in conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice by failing to adhere to and conduct the arbitration in 
conformity with the SCAO Standards of Conduct for Mediators, in violation of MCR 9.104(1) and MRPC 8.4(c); 

 2.   Engaged in conduct that exposes the legal profession or the court to obloquy, contempt, censure, or reproach, in violation 
of MCR 9.104(2); 

 3.   Engaged in conduct that violated the standards or rules of professional responsibility adopted by the Supreme Court, in 
violation of MRPC 9.104(4); 

 4. Engaged in conduct involving deceit or misrepresentation, in violation of MRPC 8.4(b); 

 5.  Violated or attempted to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do so, or do so 
through the acts of another, in violation of MRPC 8.4(a); and, 

 6.  Failed to disclose a circumstance that may have affected an arbitrator’s impartiality, in violation of MCL 600.5075. 

As of the present time the complaint only involves allegations. There has apparently been no hearing, no findings, and no discipline.

 

Continued on Page 7
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Conclusion
The Hartman situation shows that the SCAO Standards of Conduct for Mediators and Michigan statutes concerning arbitration 

impose ethical obligations on an attorney while functioning as an arbitrator or mediator. Michigan attorneys functioning as neutrals 
must follow these requirements. This includes the confl ict of interest and disclosure provisions concerning pre- and post-mediation or 
arbitration situations. 

Even though the Hartman situation is not over, there are important lessons that can be drawn from it. These lessons include: 

1. Disclosure obligations for attorney neutrals include disclosure of post-retention activity.

2. Disclosure obligations can include social relationships and related activity.

3.  An attorney neutral’s disclosure obligations are also ethical obligations for attorneys under the Michigan Code of
Professional Conduct.

4. When in doubt, disclose.

5.  The obligation to disclose is a continuing one. Attorneys often utilize their friends and colleagues to serve as arbitrators or 
mediators for them, but there must be complete and full disclosure.  

This article originally appeared in the family of Detroit Legal News publications on February 23, 2017. 
__________________

About the Author

Lee Hornberger is an arbitrator and mediator. He has received the George N. Bashara, Jr. Award from the State Bar’s Alternative Dispute Resolution 
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While serving with the U.S. Army in Vietnam, he was awarded the Bronze Star Medal and Army Commendation Medals. The unit he was in was 
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Will the New CFPB Arbitration Rule 
be Enforced?

by Erin R. Archerd

In July 2017, the federal Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) issued a new rule effectively
prohibiting mandatory arbitration of class claims and clearing the way for class-action lawsuits against 

financial services companies. If the rule survives Congressional scrutiny, it will take effect in Spring 2018. 

Arbitration critics (and some fans) have long decried the use of mandatory consumer arbitration as a means 
of blocking consumers’ ability to bring group claims against service providers in court. They argue that the rise of class-action waivers 
and class-arbitration waivers have forced low-value claims into individual arbitration, making it much less financially attractive for 
individuals to seek relief and for attorneys to represent individuals in these matters. These critics have grown louder over the last decade 
as the United States Supreme Court, in cases like AT&T v. Concepcion (2011) and American Express v. Italian Colors (2013), reiterated 
its approval of pre-dispute arbitration provisions and class-action waivers in consumer contracts. 

Erin R. Archerd
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The new CFPB rule only applies to financial products that are for personal, family, or household use—products like bank accounts, 
student loans, credit cards, and auto loans. Providers may still use arbitration provisions, but the rule requires that providers add the 
following language to their contracts: “We agree that neither we nor anyone else will use this agreement to stop you from being part 
of a class action case in court. You may file a class action in court or you may be a member of a class action even if you do not file it.” 
Interestingly, the rule only applies to private entities. Federal and state governments can still use arbitration and class-action waivers in 
any financial products they offer.

The rule itself has been long in the making, though many had predicted this was the direction the CFPB was heading. The CFPB 
published its proposed rule back in May 2016, and by the end of the notice and comment period last summer, the agency had received 
over 13,000 comments. Prior to releasing its proposed rule in 2016, the agency conducted a multi-year study looking at consumer 
arbitration, which it released in 2015. 

Those who disapprove of the new rule see it as a windfall for trial attorneys. Discouraging the use of arbitration, they argue, will 
make it less available for consumers, because many companies cover the costs of the mandatory consumer arbitration and would lose 
their incentives to do so under the rule if more consumers start making group claims. The new rule would instead push consumers 
into expensive court proceedings, even though many individual disputes would be better resolved through ADR procedures such as 
arbitration. 

In its 2015 study report, the CFPB found that the overall number of arbitration filings were low, and only 32% of them were 
decided on the merits, suggesting that most disputes were settled outside of arbitration. Nearly 60% of consumers had counsel in these 
arbitrations, and for some types of claims, like student loan disputes, repeat-player attorneys were especially common. 

The CFPB’s arbitration study does not explain why consumers are not bringing more arbitration claims. Is it lack of knowledge 
about the process? Are lawsuits more attractive to consumers? When asked in a telephone survey what consumers would do if they were 
charged the wrong credit card fee, most (57%) said they would simply cancel the card. Only 1.4% of them said they would seek legal 
advice, and another 0.7% said they would consider legal proceedings without mentioning hiring an attorney. One could read these 
results as showing that consumers have little interest in litigating disputes with financial-services providers. Yet why would the average 
consumer think it were worth the time or energy to sue over a small dollar dispute?

On the other hand, consumers also had a shaky understanding of what their pre-dispute arbitration provisions meant in terms of 
their options in resolving disputes with providers. A majority of people surveyed whose credit cards had pre-dispute arbitration clauses 
said they did not know if they could sue their issuers in court, and over a third who had such clauses believed they could still sue in 
court. In other words, the vast majority did not know that they were being blocked from suing their card issuers in court. 

The CFPB arbitration study also found that only 12% of consumer-finance class-action lawsuits reached an approved class-action 
settlement, and that the claims rate (i.e., the percentage of eligible class members actually taking advantage of the class settlement) was 
very low—on average 21% with an 8% median. This suggests that class-action lawsuits may ultimately benefit only a small number of 
individual consumers, but it also suggests that the judicial system may be doing a good job screening out frivolous consumer claims. 

Given the mixed data from the CFPB’s own arbitration study, then, some have suggested that the CFPB could be doing more to 
improve existing consumer arbitration rather than discouraging it and promoting litigation. For example, the CFPB could instead 
require that financial services providers pay for the entire arbitration, a cost which would add up if lots of consumers chose to file 
individual arbitration claims. It could also require that arbitrators file written decisions explaining their awards, which would help 
consumers evaluate how arbitrators are making their decisions. 

The CFPB’s new rule does take some steps toward this goal. One potential boon to both attorneys and consumers in the new rule 
is that it requires financial services providers to report on arbitrations that do take place. This includes information on the claims, the 
arbitration agreement, and arbitral awards. This data gathering may help calibrate both arbitral claims and court settlements.  

Yet the CFPB’s arbitration study does clearly show that many consumers have no idea what they are giving up when they sign their 
credit card, or other financial, agreements. These mandatory arbitration clauses and class action waivers are, for all practical purposes, 
invisible to consumers. They do not understand that, should a dispute arise, they will be required to arbitrate, even if they would prefer 
to sue in court and regardless of the severity and the scope of wrongdoing by their financial services provider. 

Finally, looking at the broader social picture, class actions serve not only to gather large settlements for consumers (and, yes, their 
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attorneys) but also to bring bad conduct by providers into the public eye and to impose non-monetary sanctions. These more public 
goals of exposing bad actors are much more difficult to accomplish when all claims are forced to be heard in individual, private 
arbitrations. 

But the new rule still may not go into effect. The 1996 Congressional Review Act allows Congress to undo regulatory rules by 
federal agencies within 60 legislative days after the rules have been officially received by Congress, typically through publication in 
the Federal Register. By the end of July, the U.S. House of Representatives voted mostly on party lines to legislatively veto the new 
rule. But the Senate had not yet voted on whether it wanted to disapprove the rule by the time it began its August recess. The Acting 
Comptroller of the Currency has also expressed concerns about the impact the new rule would have on the banking system and may 
encourage the Senate to disapprove the rule. 

It is still not clear whether the Senate will vote to disapprove the CFPB rule, but regardless of whether it chooses to do so, another 
possibility remains that may at least make CFPB enforcement more difficult. In October 2016, the United States Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia held that the way in which the director of the CFPB was insulated from accountability to the president 
(the director could only be fired for cause) was unconstitutional. In PHH Corporation v. CFPB, the court made the CFPB director 
removable at the will of the president, but the decision was vacated in February 2017 for a rehearing en banc, which was held in May. 

Even if the new CFPB rule is ultimately enacted because the Senate chooses not to vote to disapprove it, CFPB Director Richard 
Cordray could—depending on what the DC Circuit decides in its en banc decision—still find himself ousted from the agency by the 
president. A newly appointed CFPB Director may be inclined to mitigate the effect of the new rule through informal guidance or 
interpretive rulings, though he or she would likely have to engage in a formal rule-making process before replacing the new rule entirely. 

The new CFPB arbitration rule may never go into effect, but if it does, ADR practitioners and researchers will be watching to see 
what happens. Will the already low number of consumer arbitrations drop further? Will companies do more to promote and encourage 
voluntary dispute resolution processes in order to settle disputes? Will a tidal wave of class action lawsuits inundate the courts? We will 
have to wait and see.
__________________

About the Author

 Erin R. Archerd is an Assistant Professor of Law at the University of Detroit Mercy. While in law school, she served as the advanced 
training director for the Harvard Mediation Program.  After law school, she joined the San Francisco office of Covington & Burling LLP, where 
she focused on corporate transactions, and subsequently supervised the Mediation Clinic at The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law. 
Professor Archerd's research and teaching interests include Alternative Dispute Resolution, Commercial Law, Education Law, and Latino Law 
and Policy. She currently serves as the Co-Chair of the ABA Dispute Resolution Ethics Committee. She can be reached at 
archerer@udmercy.edu. 

Why Mediation Doesn’t Work
by Shon Cook

As a mediator and an attorney who participates in mediation on a regular basis, I love mediation. I prefer
talking through issues and finding resolutions that are creative and fit each individual, rather than the 

tedious and combative methods of litigation. But, there are times mediation does not work and can lead to 
even further distance between the parties’ positions and increase conflict. If practitioners and mediators want 
resolution at the table, they all need to prepare better for the process. 

1. Mediation is Done at the Wrong Time

The scheduling orders created by many courts will mandate mediation in the very early stages. The desire to meet State Court
Administrative Office timelines, especially on divorce cases will often result in mediation being ordered within the first 60 days. In 
many cases, this is too early to have successful discussions at the mediation table. If there has been an affair, if it is a long-term marriage, 

Shon Cook
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or there have been other traumatic events during the marriage, it may be that one party (or both) has not had enough time to process or 
grieve the loss. Forcing people to the table (even in shuttle diplomacy) without time to heal, can spell disaster.

2. The Wrong Mediator is Chosen

If the parties do not agree to a mediator, then the next person on the court list is assigned by the mediation clerk. This results in the 
luck of the draw. All mediators on the court list have taken the training. Not all have experience with family law. Not all are attorneys. 
Not all have experience in your court system or with your judge. And, frankly, some mediators are more concerned about telling your 
clients what to do, than having the clients find solutions that work for them. Waiting for the court to choose a mediator can often result 
in the wrong mediator for the wrong case.

Using the same mediator for every case is also not the answer. For instance, maybe you have a female judge and two female attorneys 
representing the parties. It might be good to give some balance to the case and make the husband feel like he will be heard by choosing 
a male mediator. Perhaps the parties are of a different ethnic background or race than the attorneys or judge. Again, having a face in the 
room that might reflect similar values or beliefs can be reassuring. And, the personality of the mediator is important. There are some 
clients for whom a strong mediator, who is less facilitative and more directive, can be helpful and cut through the clients’ infighting and 
negativity. Other times, the unending patience of a facilitative mediator will be the key to resolution. 

3. The Wrong Mediation Brief is Submitted 
 
     I cannot say this enough: mediation is not the time to submit a brief that lays out all the sins of the parties. The parties know their 
history and defects. No one needs to see it in print and be reminded of their faults, when it is the time to reach resolution. Time and time 
again, I am handed mediation briefs less than 24 hours before a mediation that are full of spurious and spiteful allegations. Clients then 
are given these briefs, and have little time to process or discuss the representations. The very personal attacks on individuals break down all 
trust between the parties and the attorneys. Clients also feel that if the mediator knows these very personal details, that there is likely to be 
bias from the mediator.  
 
    A mediation brief should give basic facts of assets, liabilities, incomes, marriage length, and details about children. There should be 
procedural history and information about controlling orders. There is no reason to go through the custody factors, the spousal support 
factors, or cite case law or statutes. When relevant, issues surrounding these factors can be disclosed in caucus or discussed at the table. 
There is never a need to throw mud at the wall in the mediation brief and create more conflict before the parties even sit down at the table.

4. Mediation is Explained in the Wrong Way
 

 I am still surprised by how many mediators make no contact with the attorneys or parties prior to mediation. The mediator does not 
explain how he/she conducts mediation, the time frame, the expense, or the materials the mediator wants to review. A mediator should 
send a letter to every participant in the mediation, explaining clearly the function of mediator, the mediator’s role, the confidentiality, 
and the expense of the mediation. Then, at every mediation, the mediator should begin the mediation by again explaining these issues 
and insuring an agreement to mediate has been fully understood and signed by the parties.

I am even more surprised at how may attorneys do not explain to clients what will happen at mediation and how the process will be 
conducted. Often attorneys will not appear with their clients at mediation. Unrepresented litigants or litigants whose attorneys choose not 
to appear, will come to mediation with the impression that the mediator will actually tell them what to do and create an order or decide 
their case. What mediators and attorneys are telling the clients is essential to manage expectations and relieve anxiety over the process.

5. Attorneys and Clients are NOT Prepared 
 

 Many attorneys and clients come to the mediation completely unprepared. In doing that, they fail to have the basic information 
that is necessary to identify and resolve the issues and valuable billable time of the attorneys and mediator are wasted. Valuations on real 
and personal property, debt amounts, and a list of personal property should be prepared in advance of mediation. Parties should come 
with W-2s, tax returns, and current year to date income information. Parties should have values on retirement plans and investment and 
bank accounts. It is the job of the mediator to explain what information will be needed to move the mediation forward and the job of 
the attorneys and parties to have that information available before mediation occurs.

6. Attorneys Litigate, Rather than Mediate
 

 Mediators don’t decide cases. So, why are attorneys arguing their legal and factual positions to the mediator? Attorneys who continually 
state, “The judge would never do that,” or cite case law and statutes, do not understand that mediation is designed to allow parties to 
resolve their conflicts outside the legal process. The whole idea is that a resolution is reached without a judge having to do anything because 

Continued on Page 11
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it is what is best for the parties. Attorneys who are continually arguing a legal position, defeat the process and purpose of mediation.

A good attorney will ask questions that help clients and the other party to understand. They should not be attacking or combative. 
Often when I hear a client say they want joint custody, but work third shift, I simply ask, “How will that work? Who will watch your 
child? Where would this occur? How much would this cost?” Questions like these provoke thought and solution, rather than back 
someone into a corner.

7. Parties Ability to Discuss History and Details is Discounted

In general, mediation is much more efficient than deciding contested issues in the courtroom. However, it can be tedious and slow, 
as documents are discussed, parties’ positions are stated, and the history of the parties is revealed. A simple discussion about whether 
the house will be listed can result in 20-minute discussion about the history of renovations and kids living there. So often, mediators 
and attorneys are quick to dismiss these conversations because they do not view them as productive. Parties who can share positive 
history together have a bond that can result in agreements. I have watched many times as attorneys will literally tell their clients not to 
talk about that, or will tell their clients to “shut up.” And I have watched mediators stop conversations and change topics to avoid the 
moment in history. 

When we shut down the history and thoughts of the parties, we are literally shutting down the process. The courtroom is meant 
to be limiting. There are only questions asked and corresponding answers given. But, so often a party’s explanation is necessary to 
understanding why someone won’t let go of the cross-stich fish, or just refuses to engage in any decision making or negotiation. 
Sometimes, until that history is discussed or the connection over a memory is made, parties can’t move forward to an agreement. 

8. Clients Are Prepared for War and Not Peace

Many clients and attorneys see the mediation process as an attempt to get even, lash out, or try to overpower the mediation with one 
agenda. I have seen attorneys and parties use it as their own opportunity to swipe barbs at each other, rather than focus on the issues of the 
clients. I have also watched attorneys use the mediation as part of the discovery process, engaging in interrogation of the opposing party. 

There is no doubt that some conflict can be cathartic and lead to resolution. However, mediation is not the forum to engage in 
another step of the parties’ personal warfare or the grievances of opposing parties. The mediator, the parties, and their attorneys need to 
be aware of the goal of the mediation, which is to find common ground and solutions. The use of caucus, shuttle diplomacy, and simple 
breaks in the process can be powerful mechanisms to re-focus the mediation and affect a positive outcome.

9. Mediated Agreements are Done Wrong

Mediation can result in partial agreements. But, the scope of those agreements must be clearly articulated in the mediated agreement. 
If the mediated agreement does not resolve all issues, the agreement should say what is reserved. If the mediation does resolve all issues 
between the parties, the mediated agreement should have a provision that, “This is the complete agreement of the parties and resolves 
all issues.” When a partial agreement is reached, the agreement must be clear regarding what is agreed to and what remains at issue, or 
clients may believe that all issues are resolved. For instance, if a pension plan is not mentioned and not reserved, then it may be believed 
it belongs to the owner of that retirement plan. If spousal support is not specifically waived in the mediated agreement, by statute it is 
reserved, which will again create confusion for litigants. Many self-represented litigants will simply attach the mediated agreement to 
their Judgment of Divorce, or copy it to a new form. When the mediated agreement is not clear about its scope, it leaves outstanding 
issues and can be the subject of appeal. 

Mediation doesn’t work if the participants fail to prepare mentally, emotionally, and with the correct information available. It simply 
creates misunderstanding and a greater divide. The key to making mediation work is recognizing its purpose and the methods that will 
support the mediation process, not destroy it.

A version of this article originally appeared in the May, 2017 issue of the Michigan Family Law Journal.
__________________

About the Author
Shon Cook has been practicing family law for over 20 years and mediating difficult family law issues for the last ten years.  She has deemed 

herself the “Good Witch of the Law,” in an effort to promote the power of practicing law that helps families, rather than creating further conflict 
and fighting.  Shon Cook is a strong litigator but prefers the resolution process of mediation.  Shon’s practice is in Whitehall, Michigan, along 
the West Coast of our beautiful state.  She can be reached at Shon@shoncooklaw.com or 231-894-0909. She reminds litigators in need of a 
mediator that she, “has broom, will travel.”
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Bankruptcy Court Denies Creditor’s 
Request for Relief from Automatic Stay  

to Arbitrate Its Claims
by Patricia J. Scott

One of the primary reasons that most debtors seek bankruptcy relief is the automatic stay, which prevents 
creditors from pursuing collection efforts outside of the bankruptcy proceedings. Creditors can, however, seek 

relief from the automatic stay from the bankruptcy court under certain circumstances.

The United States Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of Michigan, in the Chapter 11 case of In re Patriot 
Solar Group, LLC, recently considered, and denied, a creditor’s request for relief from the automatic stay to arbitrate its claim and effectuate 
rights of setoff and recoupment against a corporate debtor.

The case involved a debtor, Patriot Solar Group, LLC (the “Debtor”), and its customer, Vanguard Energy Partners, LLC (the “Creditor”). 
The Debtor was a supplier to the Creditor pursuant to various subcontractor agreements which the Creditor alleged that the Debtor breached. 
The Debtor also alleged that the Creditor was in breach. The subcontractor agreements contained arbitration clauses where the parties agreed to 
submit any claims arising from the agreement to binding arbitration.

Prior to the bankruptcy filing, the Creditor filed a demand for arbitration, and the Debtor commenced a civil action in the state court of 
Massachusetts. Shortly thereafter the Debtor filed for bankruptcy.

The Creditor then sought relief from the automatic stay, a request that the bankruptcy court denied.

Relief from the automatic stay can be granted for “cause,” which is granted on a case by case basis. The bankruptcy court explained that 
the Federal Arbitration Act “is entitled to great deference when relief from the automatic stay is sought in order to enforce an agreement to 
arbitrate.” The bankruptcy court’s analysis of whether the automatic stay should be lifted in this case to allow the parties to arbitrate boiled down 
to whether “an inherent conflict exists between arbitration and the underlying purposes of the Bankruptcy Code” and, if so, whether the court 
should exercise its discretion by declining to enforce the parties’ agreements to arbitrate.

The first step in this analysis is determining whether the dispute that would be subject to arbitration is a core or non-core proceeding, 
because a non-core proceeding generally leaves the court without discretion to preclude enforcement of an arbitration provision. A core 
proceeding is generally one that “either invokes a substantive right created by federal bankruptcy law or one which could not exist outside of 
the bankruptcy.” The bankruptcy court determined that the liquidation of the Creditor’s claims against the Debtor “would clearly be a core 
proceeding.”

Resolving the core vs. non-core distinction is not the end of the story, however. The bankruptcy court next had to consider whether the 
enforcement of the arbitration provision in the subcontractor agreements would conflict with the underlying purposes of the Bankruptcy Code.

In this case, the bankruptcy court found that lifting the automatic stay to allow for the enforcement of the arbitration provision would 
conflict with the purposes of the Bankruptcy Code for several reasons, including that it could lead to the depletion of cash necessary to fund the 
Debtor’s reorganization, potentially prevent other creditors of the opportunity to participate in the claims resolution process, and deprive the 
debtor of a breathing spell during which to develop a strategy for its exit from bankruptcy.

The bankruptcy court then turned to whether relief from the automatic stay should be granted to allow the Creditor to exercise its right of 
setoff and assert the defense of recoupment. For a number of reasons, including the fact that the Creditor failed to adequately explain why such 
relief is appropriate under the circumstances of this case, the bankruptcy court denied the Creditor’s requested relief.

A version of this article originally appeared on the Michigan Bankruptcy Blog.
__________________

About the Author
Patricia Scott is a shareholder at Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith, PC, where she focuses her practice in the areas of Bankruptcy, Banking and 

Finance, Collections, Real Estate, and Commercial Litigation.  She represents creditors in Chapter 7, 11 and 13 cases and Chapter 7 Trustees 
in all aspects of the bankruptcy estate.  Patricia also represents small and mid-sized businesses to large corporations in multi-faceted litigation 
matters in state and federal court. Her work with financial institutions includes, loan workouts, foreclosures, collections, receiverships and 
various complex banking and finance issues.  Readers with questions about this case, or about bankruptcy issues in general, can contact Patricia 
at pscott@fosterswift.com or (517) 371-8132.

Patricia J. Scott
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A Mediator’s Perspective on Probate  
and Trust Resolution

by Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr

When probate and trust issues arise, mediation is superior to litigation for resolving disputes. Mediation affords 
clients more control and involvement in the dispute resolution process, is more cost effective, and the mutually 
negotiated outcomes are generally more satisfactory to clients than the imposition of a third party decision.

This article is intended to build upon a previous article enumerating the benefits of mediating probate 
and trust disputes by discussing the process from a mediator’s viewpoint, noting both best practices and 

common pitfalls on the part of the litigants.

A. Early Case Resolution

The longer the conflict rages, the more likely it will become that the victor will in fact be the vanquished. The emotional and 
physical commitment necessary to pursue this type of litigation is enormous. It is accurate to say that the acrimony generated by the 
litigation process is a death sentence for any sense of family for ensuing generations.

More complex cases (such as capacity and undue influence cases) are less capable of early resolution because they are fact-intense 
and thus require substantive discovery. Court intervention may be needed to compel the production of records and other relevant 
information, particularly when the information is potentially adverse to one or more litigants. Discovery gamesmanship not only 
precludes early case resolution, it substantially interferes with the process, regardless of the stage of the litigation. 

B. Avoidance of Trial Expense and Imposition of a Third Party Decision (Usually Not a Solution)

The expense of proceeding down the litigation track is enormous. When you consider the time spent preparing for, taking, and 
then reviewing and summarizing the testimony, a single witness deposition could cost more than $3,000. In cases alleging incapacity or 
undue influence, for example, the fees for expert reports can easily exceed $5,000 per litigant.  

A decision imposed by a third party is always unpredictable, whether it be by judge or jury. What is predicable about a third party 
decision is that it will not come until long after the parties have respectively spent tens of thousands of dollars on attorney fees, experts, 
and discovery. 

Suffice it to say that litigating a matter to its bitter end – with a judge, jury, and possibly an appellate court deciding the outcome — 
serves no meaningful purpose but to deplete the financial and emotional resources of the parties. This is so even where a litigant simply 
wants to “have their day in court.”

C. Management of Malpractice Claims and Charges of Ethics Violations

Litigated claims eventually encompass the estate planning attorneys. The facts of each case, developed in part by the discovery 
responses of those attorneys (who often become witnesses in the proceeding), increase the likelihood that a claim of malpractice and/or 
professional ethics charges will arise. See "Managing Risk: Estate Planning Work – Not for the Timid," Wisconsin Lawyer, Vol.84 N.12, 
December 2011. http://www.wisbar.org/newspublications/wisconsinlawyer/pages/article.aspx?volume=84&issue=12&articleid=2238. 
The participation of estate planning counsel, and perceptions regarding their testimony and work product, are a potential hindrance to 
the mediation process because it invites additional litigation within or separate from the proceeding the parties are trying to resolve.

D. Satisfied Clients

Clients who are actually involved in crafting a mediated resolution are more satisfied clients. See "Settle and Sue Again: Strategies 
and Snares," http://www.settlementperspectives.com/wp-content/uploads/2013_04_25-Settle-and-Sue-with-Exhibits.pdf 

See also "Why Facilitative Mediation Produces better ADR Results," Res Ipsa Loquitur, Vol 45 No.5, p.4, September/October 2016

E. Effective Mediation Produces Practical Outcomes

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr
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I believe that there are 6 core principles that both the mediator and counsel for the litigants must understand and convey in every 
estate and trust-related mediation:

1.  Deeper understanding. The purpose of mediation is to help people consider another perspective, develop a better 
understanding of the situation, and recognize what they really need from the conflict so that they can move on 
with their lives. The mediator’s ability to identify issues and educate the litigants is critical to a successful process; 
the parties must learn to overcome the distractions of trivial matters in order to see the bigger picture.

2.  Effective common goal. The focus must always be on finding an effective agreement — a common vision that 
satisfies most of the participants’ needs (not necessarily what they want) in the best manner available.

3.  Mutual problem solving. The task in mediation is to help solve the other side’s problem as a means of solving 
your own problem. Stated differently, you are their primary problem and they are yours. Mediators must help the 
parties identify possible solutions to common and less significant problems to establish a framework for resolving 
complex issues where they might have more divergent interests. 

4.  Positions vs. interests. Positions must be differentiated from interests. Positions reflect what we assert we want 
as outcomes. The more we defend positions, the stronger we seem to hold on to them. Interests reflect what is 
important to us about the outcomes. Interests are the reason why certain outcomes are important. Interests reveal 
hopes, needs, values, beliefs, and expectations. Interests can get lost in the fight for positions and do not necessarily 
reflect what the conflict is about. DO NOT CONFUSE THE TWO.

5.  It’s business. Mediation is fundamentally about cutting a business deal. You may not get what you think you 
want but you will be better off than if there were no deal at all.

   This may be a foreign concept at first because from the beginning the dispute is principled, emotional, and more 
difficult to mold into a reasoned risk assessment that is at the heart of an informed business decision. 

6.  Experience equals realism. The mediator selected should have subject matter knowledge in this area of the 
law. Such experience/expertise allows a systematic analysis of the conflict and management of the unrealistic 
expectations of the parties.

Mediator’s Expectations

Here are a few things a mediator expects from the parties prior to the mediation conference:

1.   Prepare and exchange a mediation brief.  
Mediation briefs tell the mediator in advance the essence of the factual and legal issues in dispute, and likewise, the issues 
not in dispute.  
 
Do everything within your power to objectify the claim, position, or defense. Make the content EASY and SIMPLE to 
understand. Brevity is best.  
 
Just like an opening statement, a mediation brief should tell a story that starts with a theme that is well thought out in 
advance. The theme should be one sentence or phrase that appeals to the moral force of the “jury” and captures the essence 
of the party’s story. A good theme should be easy to remember, useful in decision making, supported by the evidence, and 
consistent with the “juror’s” concept of fairness and justice. 
 
There are four (4) magic word that introduce a theme: “THIS CASE IS ABOUT…” 
 
The theme should be expressed in a single opening paragraph that combines an account of the facts and the law in such a 
way as to lead to the conclusion that you will prevail if the matter proceeds to and concludes in trial. 

2.  Cut to the chase with the mediator.  
If the mediator understands “where you are coming from” and recognizes wiggle room in the outcome, they are in a better 
position to relate that to the other side (and vice versa).
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3.  PREPARE. 
Every primer on mediation exhorts the participants to prepare. However, this is like telling your kids to “go clean their 
rooms.” 
 
What does this mean? How do you do it? 
 
This requires negotiators to pre-plan and prepare an intensely thoughtful, scripted plan that offers the other side a reason 
to accept one of a variety of alternative proposals. It might start with an ambitious proposal that does not automatically 
alienate the other side. The plan should be flexible and progress toward a final settlement position/proposal that weighs the 
client’s best interests against the risks associated with a solution imposed by a third party. 
 
From my point of view as a civil mediator, failure of a party to come to the mediation session with such a scripted plan is 
fatal to the mediation process. 

Parties’ Expectations
 

There are three substantive matters that the mediation participants should expect to discuss with the mediator in probate and trust 
mediation proceedings:

1.  The relevant law. Review and discuss the elements of the cause of action and the proofs necessary to establish 
the relief sought and the standard of review if appellate action might ensue. 
 
The causes of action will fall into one of the following categories:

 1) Tortious Interference with a Prospective Advantage
 2) Tortious Interference with a Trust/ Expected Inheritance
 3) Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress
 4) Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress
 5) Fraud
 6) Unjust Enrichment
 7) Creation of an Express Oral Trust
 8) Conversion
 9) Constructive Trust, Undue Influence, and Breach of Fiduciary Duty

 The elements, proofs, and standards of review for each are set out in exceptional detail in the unpublished 
Michigan Court of Appeals decision In re Estate of Helen Bandemer et al. v. Martin Bandemer et al. (2010; No. 
293033). 

 CAVEAT: As to the theory of tortious interference with a trust or expected inheritance, there is an apparent 
conflict between In Re Green, Mich. App. (1996; No. 173335) (unpublished) recognizing tortious interference as 
a cause of action, and Dickshott v. Angelocci, Mich. App. (2004; No. 241722) (unpublished, cert. denied) refusing 
to recognize the cause of action in the absence of Supreme Court or legislative recognition. Bandemer assumed 
without deciding that a cause of action existed for tortious interference with an expected inheritance or gift.

2.  Attorney’s fees. When the subject of attorney fee shifting is involved in the litigation (almost always in light of 
statutory provisions allowing probate courts to grant them), entitlement to those fees from a source other than 
the asking party will be a subject of mediation caucus.

   I urge mediation participants who have such claims involved in their matters to carefully digest the extensive 
discussion of that subject contained in In re Clarence Temple et al. v. Clinton Probate Court et al., 278 Mich. App. 
122, 278 N.W. 2d 265 (2008) 

 The standard for an award of attorney fees is different in estate litigation than in trust litigation.

 Parties should expect to revisit these cases and their common subject matter in caucus with the mediator.

Continued from Page 14
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 3.  Probable outcomes using decision tree analysis. A mediator having extensive knowledge and experience with contested 
probate proceedings is in the best position to help the litigants to identify the possible consequences of their decisions as 
they relate to their interests in the case. Using decision trees in caucus allows the mediator to offer each party a perspective 
on the uncertainties of litigation, including the economic and psychological costs. It also allows for a logical analysis of those 
decisions and a greater sense of predictability regarding possible outcomes — removing the impact of counsel’s posturing 
that litigants might not fully understand. The result is greater confidence and credibility in the chosen solution.

Conclusion

Be prepared, but be flexible. Mediation is ultimately about working to realize common goals. Bring an adaptive and educated mind 
set to your negotiations. 

You can get closer to the ultimate goal of making lemonade out of lemons
__________________

About the Author
Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., J.D., is a member of the Michigan Bar and the recipient of 2016 National Law Journal ADR Champion 

Trailblazer Award. He is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Mediator. He can be contacted (734) 845-4109 and edsikorski3@gmail.com. 
His website is www.edsikorski.com.  

Also contributing to this article was Randolph T. Barker, a shareholder with Berry Moorman P.C., which has offices in Detroit, 
Birmingham, and Ann Arbor.  He is an approved civil mediator and case evaluator in multiple counties in Michigan, and is also included on 
the roster of approved probate mediators for Oakland County. He may be reached at (734) 668-4031 or at rbarker@berrymoorman.com. 

An Interview with Doug Van Epps, Director 
of the Michigan Office of Dispute Resolution

by Zena Zumeta

Profiles in ADR is a regular feature in the American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution’s 
quarterly Dispute Resolution Magazine. A version of this profile of Douglas Van Epps was originally 

printed for Profiles in ADR in the Spring 2017 issue of Dispute Resolution Magazine.

Doug Van Epps is the Director of the Michigan Office of Dispute Resolution, based in the State Court 
Administrative Office. The first and only director of that office, he has shaped the position in the 28 years he has 
held it, moving from creating a system of volunteer mediation centers around the state to being a force for dispute 
resolution within state government and throughout the Michigan court system. He was interviewed by Ann Arbor 
based mediator Zena Zumeta.

Q: What did you do before you got to the Office of Dispute Resolution?

Out of law school I went to the prosecutor’s office in the state capitol and stayed three years. Back then, 
the natural progression after that was to move to a law firm, but listening to attorneys in the courthouse 
halls gave me the impression that practicing law would be increasingly acrimonious and contentious. 
Lawyers were settling cases on the courthouse steps but not solving problems, which is what I went to law 
school to do: help people solve problems. Treating every problem as if it’s a war just isn’t my nature.

So not seeing a place for myself in practicing law, and I suppose to take stock of things, I sold everything and went to Europe for a 
year. While there, I heard the first CDs on the market, and returned home to start a music store called the Compact Disc Emporium. 
It was the second CD-only store in the country and for its novelty was featured on the cover of Billboard. What I loved most there 
was talking to people about music and introducing them to new types of music. The business grew very quickly, and when it was time 

Zena Zumeta

Doug Van Epps

Continued on Page 17
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to consider opening more stores, it occurred to me that doing that would likely distance me from what I most liked: just talking with 
people and playing music. 

Instead of expanding, I sold it, and fortuitously just in time before the music business changed so radically. And traveled again (are 
you picking up a theme here?), this time to various points in the Pacific, Asia, and Australia.

Q: What makes travel so compelling for you?

I like to put myself in places I’m unfamiliar with, where I don’t have the control we typically have when we’re in familiar 
surroundings. It’s not uncommon for me to fly into a country with no plan whatsoever and just ask what’s around. Examples? About 
to leave Australia, I was at the airport ready to head to Fiji to scuba dive. While waiting to board the plane, there was an announcement 
that because of a coup there, flights were indefinitely canceled, so I asked around about places to scuba dive, and Bali was suggested. So 
I bought a ticket to Bali and have been back to Indonesia many times. Last year I ended up at the Borobudur temple in Eastern Java 
and a yoga retreat in northern Bali. Another time I had a layover in Tahiti and ended up on a freighter going through the Marquesas 
Islands.

Since this kind of travel is uncomfortable for most people, I typically end up traveling solo. Sometimes I’ll hook up with other 
travelers who are headed to a place of interest. Maybe my most meaningful takeaway from travel is an appreciation for what we, across 
the world, have in common, whether interests in art, music, dance, food, justice, and peace. Our daily news feeds remind us where we 
differ, perhaps, but on the ground, it’s always amazing to discover the array of the things we share.

Q: How did you end up at the Office of Dispute Resolution?

I was in the process of starting another business when a friend sent me the job description for the Director of the Community 
Dispute Resolution Program with a note that said, “You can’t run from the law forever!”

 While I was at the prosecutor’s office I had taken a mediation training and helped start a local mediation center, the first I knew 
of in Michigan. Like people in most local mediation nonprofits, everyone involved was passionate about solving problems, and the 
experience seemed to directly respond to my concerns about the practice of law in the first place. So when I received the job application, 
I thought the position might afford me the opportunity to actually do something about the sad state of affairs in the profession. 

Somewhat ironically, for not having practiced law for a number of years, I was hired chiefly because of my entrepreneurial 
experience. They wanted someone who could build a statewide program from the ground up. So it was a zigzag way into the profession, 
similar to the way many of us got into ADR. I thought I might help launch the program and then leave, but I’m still here 28 years later.

Q: What drew you to the job?

Initially I was drawn to the job to help improve the profession of law, to move it from the “sue the bastards” approach that was 
common back then to a more problem-solving approach among lawyers and with the clients themselves. I wanted to help improve the 
field of law, not necessarily develop mediation.

But it was clear from the beginning that the mediation process worked. I felt it was a process we could market and sell. It’s taken 
a long time, but that has proven to be true. I’m also thrilled that we now have collaborative practice as an option, and I’m working 
to bring that into general civil cases, beyond family law. I had thought in law school that collaborative problem-solving was what the 
practice of law was about, only to find that it was a bit of fiction at the time. In retrospect, I’ve spent my career building what I had 
mistakenly thought existed 35 years ago.

Q: What has made the job fulfilling for you over such a long period of time?

First, working with remarkable people. I work with people who have a sharp focus on making dispute resolution processes 
accessible and high quality and who want to help clients avoid ruining their lives in the traditional adversarial processes. I know there’s 
a certain stigma about “state employees” being unhappy and automaton-like, but I’m blessed to work with great people in the State 
Court Administrative Office — the justices, judges, court administrators, and law school professors. And I’m in awe of the volunteer 
mediators who complete all the training requirements we’ve put in place just so they can take time off from work to help people in their 
communities manage their conflicts. I also have many great friends and colleagues who are connected through the state bar, the ABA, 
and other professional organizations.

Continued from Page 16

Continued on Page 18
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Second, there are so many people benefitting from ADR processes. Mediation in particular has been proven time and again to result 
in so many positive outcomes for people. Litigation takes such a terrible toll on people — in time, money, relationships, stress, and even 
health. People now have a choice of processes for managing their dispute.

I’m also excited about working on “next-generation” issues. Experienced litigators may not see the negative effects of litigation so 
much, but law students seem to perceive them already, many from personal experience like a family divorce. They’re understanding that 
most of them will not be trial attorneys, simply because less than 2 percent of cases are disposed through trial these days.

They also understand the value of developing negotiation skills and finding solutions for clients that are both quick and economical. 
While I don’t think most students are aware of the nuanced aspects of future practice yet, like unbundling, online dispute resolution, 
and outsourcing of document management, they do seem to understand that posturing every case as if it will be tried is no longer the 
predominant practice model.

Finally, I enjoy participating in a number of efforts to design the judicial system of the future. As to ADR, this means making far 
greater use of ADR processes and injecting them earlier in the litigation. For example, we are studying a special track for civil claims 
up to $150,000 or so that litigants could opt into that would include mandatory ADR, and if not successful, a summary jury trial, all 
within three months. We’re hoping that this might respond to the concerns about access to justice and the affordability gap in people 
being able to afford the traditional litigation process. We’re also on the verge of bringing online dispute resolution to courts — with 
parties having access to any judge in the state who has time to hear a case, and the ability of parties to negotiate a resolution online with 
the court. Currently, 18 courts already provide the opportunity for people to participate in an online negotiation of traffic tickets. It’s 
clear that we can expand this service to other types of cases.

Q: It sounds as if your job today is very different from the one you applied for.

Definitely. And that’s another reason I’ve stayed. There is boundless enthusiasm in my office for improving the justice system, 
sharing ideas, and implementing and evaluating new services. I think just because of my years here, I can help “connect the dots” 
between state offices, legal organizations, and the courts. 

One thing I’m increasingly interested in is parties engaging a neutral far earlier in the litigation. Typically, we parachute a mediator 
in the weeks before trial, but the cost and time savings are minimal since even without mediation, only a very small number of cases 
will be tried. I’m sensing a growing consensus around the notions of earlier judicial involvement and earlier engagement of a neutral to 
help identify the best trajectory for a particular dispute and to resolve contested discovery issues prior to convening to reach an omnibus 
settlement. Put differently, we want to get people talking to each other earlier.

In contrast to traditional court case management practices that automatically send every filing toward the trial event, increasingly, 
soon after filing, we’ll be asking parties which judicial resources they need to reach a disposition. It’s the multi-door courthouse, all over 
again.

Q: You do a lot of group and meeting facilitation. And I have to mention you’re one of the most highly skilled facilitators I’ve 
had the pleasure of observing.

Thank you. It’s really just taking my mediation background and applying it to larger groups. I’m always looking to help people 
educate each other in a safe space — to express interests and needs with each other and to hear better ideas. It’s fascinating to create this 
space to put everything on the table and come up with a consensus recommendation. Sometimes the group doesn’t even know what 
outcome we’re looking for. Is it a standard? A guideline? A court rule? And then sometimes we’re very clear on that from the beginning.

It’s also very fulfilling for me to help groups identify and use a process for coming to decisions and making policy. In developing court 
rules, for example, a consensus-based process is much better than up-or-down voting. Instead of half the people leaving the table unhappy 
after a split vote, with a facilitated process, people walk away with a recommendation to the Supreme Court that they can live with. 

And I try to get disparate viewpoints at the table. Zena, you’re familiar with that process from the experiences we’ve had creating 
a Domestic Violence Screening Protocol and training in that protocol. The mediation and domestic violence groups started out with 
very disparate points of view, but through discussion and understanding, people turned around and we came up with documents and 
approaches everyone could live with.
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Q: Since you’ve been an observer of the field over such a long period of time, what are the some of the changes you’ve seen?

For one, I don’t see the heated disagreements about mediation models that there used to be. In my first decade, that was a major 
discussion in the field and a point of great disharmony. Now mediators make personal choices and market themselves that way. 
Prospective clients find the type of process and neutral they suspect best suits the dispute. The market figures it out, and there’s not 
much discussion about it, at least not in Michigan. There are exceptions, of course, but the fixation on claiming which process is better 
than another seems to have subsided. 

Another change is the complexity of the cases that community mediation centers are involved with. They started with small claims 
and landlord-tenant types of cases, but now they’re involved in debt collection, consumer-merchant, domestic relations, child and adult 
guardianship — you can see almost anything at the centers these days. 

Mediation is everywhere these days, from elementary schools to college campuses, in hospitals, in employee manuals, in standard 
contract language, and so on. I even recently observed prison inmates in a mediation “competition” with Michigan State University 
Law School students. Throughout the day, I heard from many inmates that mediation training not only changed their lives and their 
community but that by sending mediators into middle-of-the-night conflicts between inmates, the process also saved lives. Oh, by the 
way, while the MSU students won the competition by a few points this year, I hear the inmates won last year. 

Finally, there’s a significant change in the mediator dynamic. Mediators who have been volunteers at dispute resolution centers over 
a period of time want more challenge, and they want to work on cases involving relationships. They tell us that it’s the non-economic 
issues that are most important to them, and to a large degree, to the parties. Despite the fact that many volunteers now pay to take the 
training, a clear trend is for the centers to migrate away from the typical small claims and money-damage cases toward cases involving 
non-economic issues. That’s OK, I think, because we’ll be offering parties online options for resolving money-only disputes, akin to 
what eBay offers its customers.

Q: Any final thoughts?

I’ve truly been privileged to work in the early days of our field, when we were just trying to figure out how to get courts to try 
mediation in one or two cases. Now things are changing and happening so quickly. We have a lot to learn from psychology and 
brain science about how they apply to the work we do. And let’s not forget technology. Online dispute resolution will be a major 
development in courts offering citizens more efficient dispute resolution options in the years ahead.

Beyond the courts, we should be thinking more about how we manage decision-making in other contexts. Think about facilitated 
town meetings or municipal or county ordinance development instead of a voting process. Use mediation for property tax dispute 
resolution. In Michigan, we have a lot of land-use disputes and environmental issues that could be facilitated. Water use, wind farms, 
copper mine disputes, public transportation issues. We still use old adversarial processes for a lot of these things. Why not apply the 
principles of mediation and ADR instead? I say think big about how to apply facilitative processes.

So many people believe they don’t have time to think about doing things differently. I’ve had the privilege of being able to do that in 
this job. The reason I left law at the beginning was because I felt helpless in a process that really isn’t designed to solve a problem. With 
mediation, we have the ability to creatively help people resolve the most challenging issues in their lives.
__________________

About the Author

Zena Zumeta has been a mediator based in Ann Arbor, Michigan, since 1982. A nationally known trainer of mediators, she is a past 

president of the Academy of Family Mediators and a past board member of SPIDR, the Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution, which 

was merged into what is now the Association for Conflict Resolution. She is a former member of the Editorial Board of the ABA’s Dispute 

Resolution Magazine. She can be reached at zzumeta@igc.org.
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Conciliation in Michigan Family Law
by Marie Walker, MSW, JD

In Arizona, a marital conciliation meeting is granted when either the petitioner or respondent in 
a marital dissolution proceeding believes that there is a basis for marital reconciliation.1

Some of you may be more versed than I in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), so it may not      
 shock you to learn that there is an ADR process to help divorcing couples who may desire to 

reconcile. To me, however, that was a total surprise! I had been living in a world where I could count 
the types of ADR on one hand, the tried-and-true processes of negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and case evaluation. Truly, 
I had never even heard of conciliation, despite the fact that I had participated in one at the Friend of the Court (FOC) when I 
divorced. 

Many ADR Processes

 Believe it or not, there actually are more ADR processes in the world than my fave-four, including: mini-trials, 
early neutral evaluations, med-arbs, “rent-a-judge” processes, 2 conciliation, facilitation, facilitated negotiation, case 
appraisal, expert determination, the ombudsman process, private judging,3 formal processes, informal processes, 
self-determinative processes, expert determinative processes, and so on. This article talks about the ADR process of 
conciliation. At its core, conciliation, like mediation and other ADR methods, is designed to assist people in reaching 
agreement. 

Apparently, I Missed That Day

 . . . in law school when Professor Bedikian discussed the State Court Administrative Office (SCAO) article, “Michigan 
Taxonomy of ADR Processes,” or I would have known that conciliation is the first process listed; and I would have known that 
conciliation is: 

[t]he least formal of all ADR processes, . . . the facilitation of communication between two or more 
parties by a neutral third-party. The process assumes a mutual and collaborative effort on the part 
of the disputants to work toward the resolution of their dispute. Conciliation may occur through 
telephone contacts, written correspondence, or increasingly, through web-based tools. The main 
feature distinguishing conciliation from the mediation process is conciliation’s lack of formal process. 
Conciliation may also be thought of as the particular technique a judge may use in settlement 
teleconferences, exploring with parties alternatives to taking matters to trial.4

 Conciliation may take place at any time in the legal process, from pre-filing through appeal.

What is Conciliation?

 This article talks about the ADR process of conciliation in the context of Michigan family law. While there are 
some Michigan conciliators whose goal is to facilitate reconciliation between divorcing couples,5 that goal is not one 
that Michigan courts order conciliators to strive for, as Arizona courts do. Judges and referees often use conciliation 
techniques at settlement conferences. And conciliation is not limited in its use to the area of family law.

 Black’s Law Dictionary (BLD) defines conciliation as: 

      [A] process in which a neutral person meets with the parties to a dispute and explores how the dispute might 
be resolved; esp., a relatively unstructured method of dispute resolution in which a third party facilitates 
communication between parties in an attempt to help them settle their differences. 6

Marie Walker, MSW, JD
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Comparing Conciliation, Mediation, and Arbitration

 Conciliation, although it is an ADR process, is not synonymous with mediation or arbitration. The following table 
highlights some similarities and differences in the processes, with a focus on conciliation as used by the Michigan FOC.

Mediation Conciliation Arbitration

Formal Prescribed Process Yes No Yes

Neutral Person Called Mediator Conciliator Arbitrator

Agreement Developed By Parties Conciliator Arbitrator

Agreement Drafted By Parties Conciliator Arbitrator

Must Agreement  
be Legally Enforceable? No Yes Yes

Must Agreement  
Benefit Both Parties No Yes Agreement must be based on the law.

Is the Agreement Non-Binding  
if Unsigned by Parties? Yes Yes No. Parties agree before arbitration that 

the arbitrator’s award will be binding.

Are Parties Free to Accept  
or Reject the Agreement? Yes

Yes, but court 
will still order the 
FOC conciliator’s 
recommendation.

No

Does the Neutral Make a 
Recommendation to Court 
if Parties Do Not Reach 
Agreement?

No

Yes, for FOC 
conciliators.

No for private 
conciliators.

No 

Is the Neutral’s 
Recommendation Enforceable? N/A Yes, for FOC 

conciliators. Yes

Approximate Amount of Time  
to Reach Agreement

Varies – at least  
1 -2 hours

1 - 2 hours, 
sometimes  

up to 4 hours

Varies, but usually significantly longer 
than 1 – 2 hours

 Per Jeremy Hogue, Director of Michigan’s 13th Circuit Court FOC Office, the difference between a mediator 
and a conciliator is that a “mediator . . . does not suggest solutions, and will not have the authority to make any 
recommendation, or proposed order, if the parties fail to reach agreement as to the disputed matters.”7

Additionally, a conciliator:

though neutral, will often drive the process toward resolution - offering ideas and scenarios that may be 
desirable to the parties.  Ultimately, the neutral party, acting as conciliator, has the authority to suggest terms 
for settlement even if the parties do not reach agreement.  That is, for all intents and purposes, the process this 
FOC [13th Circuit] office uses for all clients at their initial appointments. Obviously, if the parties already have 
reached some type of settlement, or are able to do so during the appointment, their settlement, or agreement, is 
what becomes the proposed order for the court.8

 Further, as the Kent County FOC website says, “the goal of conciliation is to quickly obtain a temporary order for 
custody, parenting time, and support for the minor children.”9 

 Michigan’s FOC offers both conciliations and mediations, conducted by FOC employees, for divorcing couples in 
Michigan. Conciliations for divorcing couples are also offered by private conciliators in Michigan, who may be cross-trained 
in family mediation. Likewise, private mediators and community mediation centers provide mediation services for divorcing 
couples. 

Continued from Page 20
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Efficacy of Conciliation in Family Law Cases

FOC records in the 13th Judicial Circuit  

demonstrate that approximately 70% of . . . families are either able to reach agreement, or have settlement 
by default on the matter of custody, and a slightly smaller percentage reach agreement, or have settlement by 
default, as to parenting time.  So, a significant majority of the proposed orders regarding custody and parenting 
time reflect agreements.10

Conclusion

 In sum, most divorcing families in Michigan are assisted by FOC conciliators in developing new visions of their families, 
by agreement between the parents, or upon the recommendation of an FOC conciliator. While the FOC does not aspire to 
“save marriages” through conciliation; it does aspire to “save families,” which is a laudable goal. Though they may look different 
than married families, non-married families are still families. And families are forever, married or divorced. 

 Conciliation is an ADR process worthy of more study, in family law, and in all areas of the law. 

__________________

About the Author

   Marie Walker is a family law attorney and private family and elder-law mediator in Traverse City. She is the current chair of the Grand Traverse-Leelanau-
Antrim (GTLA) Bar Association’s Pro Bono Committee, a recent recipient of Legal Services of Northern Michigan’s Pro Bono Award, the co-chair of the 
GTLA Bar Association’s ADR Committee, a member of the State Bar of Michigan’s ADR Committee, a presenter at the State Bar of Michigan’s ADR 
Conference in October 2017, a member of the State Bar of Michigan’s Children’s Legislative Committee, Past President of the GTLA Bar Association, 
and Past President of the GTLA Bar Association’s Women Lawyer’s Association. She is a regular mediator and training coach for Conflict Resolution 
Services, of Traverse City. 

(Footnotes)

1 Regina, Wayne F, Applying Family Systems Theory to Mediation, p 121, University Press of America, 2011.

2  Nosyreva, Elena, “Alternative Dispute Resolution in the United States and Russia,” Annual Survey of International and Comparative Law, 2001, Vol 7, 
Issue 1, Article 3, available at: http://digitalcommons.law.ggu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1057&context=annlsurvey, last viewed 08/18/2017.

3  Website of the Australian Government’s Attorney-General Department, available at https://www.ag.gov.au/LegalSystem/AlternateDisputeResolution/
Pages/default.aspx, Last viewed 08/18/2017.

4  Available at http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Documents/Taxonomy-of-ADR-Processes.pdf. Last viewed 08/21/2017.

5  See, e.g., Peacemaker Guidelines, available at http://peacemaker.net/guidelines/. Last viewed 08/21/2017.  
 
NB: the above guidelines and the organization are not without controversy. See: http://thewartburgwatch.com/2011/08/05/peacemakers-ministries-true-
conflict-resolution/. Last viewed 08/21/2017.

6 Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014).

7 08/21/2017 e-mail from Jeremy Hogue, Director, 13th Judicial Circuit Court FOC to Marie Walker.

8 Ibid.

9  Kent County FOC Website, available at https://www.accesskent.com/Courts/FOC/conciliation.htm. Last viewed 08/18/2017. 

10 08/21/2017 e-mail from Jeremy Hogue, Director, 13th Judicial Circuit Court FOC to Marie Walker.
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General Civil  
Mediation Training

The following 40-hour mediation trainings have been approved by 
SCAO to fulfill the requirements of MCR 2.411(F)(2)(a). For more 
information, visit the SCAO Office of Dispute Resolution web-site,  
and click on “Mediation Training:”

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/
Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
    
Plymouth:  October 12-14, 27-28, 2017
Training sponsored by Institute for Continuing Legal Education
Register online at www.icle.org, or call 1-877-229-4350.

Bloomfield Hills: November 14, 21, 28, December 5, 12, 2017
Training sponsored by Oakland Mediation Center
Register online at www.mediation-omc.org/ or call 248-348-4280 
ext. 216

Domestic Relations  
Mediation Training

The following 40-hour mediation trainings have been approved by 
SCAO to fulfill the requirements of MCR 3.216(G)(1)(b):

Alpena:  September 18-20, 28-30, 2017
Training sponsored by Community Mediation Services
Contact info@mimediation.com or call 989-732-1576

Dearborn: November 7, 9-10, 14, 16-17, 2017
Training sponsored by Wayne County Dispute Resolution Center
To register, go to: http://www.mediation-wayne.org

Ann Arbor: November 9-11, 16-18, 2017
Training sponsored by Mediation Training and Consultation Institute
Register online at http://learn2mediate.com/divorce-custody/

Upcoming Mediation Trainings

How to Find Mediation Trainings Offered in Michigan
 Mediation trainings are regularly offered by various organizations around Michigan. Mediators who wish to 

apply for court mediator rosters must complete a 40-hour training approved by the State Court Administrative 
Office. Courts maintain separate rosters for general civil and domestic relations mediators, and there are 
separate 40-hour trainings for each. In addition, domestic relations mediators must complete an 8-hour course on 
domestic violence screening. Mediators listed on court rosters must complete eight hours of advanced mediation 
training every two years. MCR 2.411(F)(4)/3.216 (G)(3). 

 Most mediation trainings offered in Michigan are listed on the SCAO Office of Dispute Resolution web-site: 

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx 

Advanced  
Mediation Training

Mediators listed on court rosters must complete eight hours of 
advanced mediation training every two years. The trainings listed 
below have been pre-approved by SCAO to meet the content 
requirements of the court rules (MCR 2.411(F)(4), MCR 3.216(G)
(3)) for advanced mediation training for both general civil and 
domestic relations mediators.

Plymouth: October 13-14, 2017
ADR Section Annual Meeting includes 8 hours of  Advanced 
Mediation Training
Training sponsored by ADR Section of  State Bar of  Michigan
For more information and to register, go to: http://
connect.michbar.org/adr/events/eventdescription?C
alendarEventKey=dfdab84a-d51c-4f22-9a8e-b92fc5
a5cef2&CommunityKey=8aa9f208-87ad-4434-8e05-
bb1982c6b20d&Home=%2fadr%2fhome

St. Joseph: October 19, 2017
“Getting Past Impasse”
Training sponsored by Citizens Mediation
To register, go to: http://www.citizensmediation.org

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
http://www.mediation-omc.org/
mailto:info@mimediation.com
http://www.mediation-wayne.org/
http://learn2mediate.com/divorce-custody/
http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
http://www.citizensmediation.org/
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 Who:  Grand Traverse-Leelanau-Antrim Bar Association  
and ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan

                                

 What: Mediation Luncheon Symposium

 

 When: Friday October 27, 2017 

  11:30 AM-1:30 PM

 

 Where: Minerva’s Restaurant at the Park Place Hotel

 

 Registration: http://www.gtlaba.org/event-2653648/Registration 

 

 Contacts:  Marie Walker, (231) 590-5108, 

  MarieWalker@MarieWalkerPLLC.com

 

  Rebecca Garland, (231) 941-5835, 

  execdir@crsmediationtc.org

 

  Michael Leib, (248) 563-2500, 

  michael@leibadr.com
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 2015-2016

The ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan is open to lawyers and other individuals interested in participating. To 
comply with State Bar of Michigan requirements, lawyer applicants to the ADR Section are called Members and non-
lawyer applicants to the ADR Section are called Affiliates. The Section’s mission is: 

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Section provides members of the State Bar of Michigan and the 
general public with creative leadership in the dispute resolution field. The Section fosters diversity in 
the profession, develops and offers educational programs, promotes access to litigation alternatives 
regardless of income, monitors legislative and judicial activity and provides policy guidance, 
information and technical assistance on ethical issues, dispute resolution techniques and training 
design. The Section produces publications which promote wider use and excellence in the provision 
of alternative problem-solving techniques and dispute resolution services.  

Membership in the Section is open to all members of the State Bar of Michigan. Affiliate status is open 
to any individual with an interest in the field of dispute resolution. 

The Section’s annual dues of $40.00 entitle you to receive the Section’s Newsletter, participate in programming, 
further the activities of the Section, receive Section listserv announcements, and participate in the Section’s 
discussion listserv, and receive documents prepared by and for the ADR Section. 

In implementing its vision, the ADR Section is comprised of various Action Teams. You are encouraged to participate 
in the activities of the Section by joining an Action Team. Information on Action Teams will be forwarded upon 
processing of this Application.  

Note: Dues are due between October 1 and December 31. 

APPLICATION TYPE: ______ Member _______ Affiliate 

NAME: _________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: ______________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

CITY: _______________STATE:_____ ZIP CODE:________ 

PHONE: ________________________________________ 

E-MAIL: _________________________________________ 

State Bar No._______________ (if applicable) 

Have you been a Member of this Section before: _________ 

Are you currently receiving the ADR Quarterly? _________ 

All orders must be accompanied by 
payment. Prices are subject to change 
without notice. 

Please return payment to: 

William D. Gilbride Jr.
Abbott Nicholson PC
300 River Place Dr Ste 3000
Detroit, MI 48207-5066

Annual dues are $40.00, or $48.00 if Member or Affiliate certificate is requested. There is no 
proration for dues and membership must be renewed on October 1 of each year. 

Make checks payable to State Bar of Michigan: Enclosed is check # ___________ for __________ 

Or charge my  VISA  MasterCard 

Credit Card # ____________________________________________ Amount: __________________ 

Expiration Date: ____________ Authorized Signature: ________________________________________ 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 2016-2017

APPLICATION TYPE: _______ Member   ________ Affiliate

NAME: _____________________________________________

ADDRESS: _________________________________________

___________________________________________________

CITY:_________________STATE:______ ZIP CODE ________

PHONE: ____________________________________________

E-MAIL: ____________________________________________

State Bar No._________________(if applicable)

Have you been a Member of this Section before: ____________

Are you currently receive the Dispute Resolution Journal? _____

Note: Dues are due between October 1 and November 30.

Members using a Visa or Mastercard must join online at e.michbar.org. 

Non-members must submit payment by check.

The ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan is open to lawyers and other individuals interested in participating. To comply with 
State Bar of Michigan requirements, lawyer applicants to the ADR Section are called Members and non-lawyer applicants to the 
ADR Section are called Affiliates. The Section's mission is:

The Section’s annual dues of $40 entitles you to receive the Section’s The Michigan Dispute Resolution Journal, 
participate in programming, further the activities of the Section, receive Section ListServ and SBMConnect 
announcements, and participate in the Section’s SBMConnect and the Section's Discussion ListServ. The Section's 
ListServ and SBMConnect provide notice of advanced training opportunities, special offers for Section members, 
news of proposed legislative and procedural changes affecting your ADR practice, and an opportunity to participate 
in lively discussions of timely topics.

In implementing its vision, the ADR Section is comprised of several Action Teams. You are encouraged to participate in the 
activities of the Section by joining an Action Team. The Action Teams include the Skills Action Team, responsible for advanced 
ADR training provided at the annual ADR Summit, annual ADR Meeting and Conference, and Lunch and Learn teleseminars; 
Effective Practices and Procedures Action Team, responsible for monitoring and initiating judicial and legislative changes affecting 
ADR in Michigan; Judicial Access Team, charged with assisting courts to provide ADR to litigants; and the Publications Action 
Team, providing this Journal and Listserv and SBMConnect announcements concerning meetings, conferences, trainings and 
other information related to ADR.

http://e.michbar.org
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Connect With Us

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Section has a website and interactive community for its members - SBM Connect. This private 
community enhances the way we communicate and build relationships through the Section. Log in to SBM Connect today and see 
what the buzz is all about!

The ADR Section SBM Connect hyperlink is:  

http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home

• ACCESS to archived seminar materials and The Michigan Dispute Resolution Journal

• FIND upcoming Section events

• NETWORK via a comprehensive member directory

• SHARE knowledge and resources in the member-only library

• PARTICIPATE in focused discussion groups 

ADR Section Mission

The mission of the Alternative Dispute Resolution Section is to encourage conflict resolution by:

1) Providing training and education for ADR professionals;

2) Giving professionals the tools to empower people in conflict to create optimal resolutions; and

3) Advancing the use of alternative dispute resolution processes in our courts, government, businesses, and communities. 

Join the ADR Section

The ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan is open to lawyers and other individuals interested in participating.

The Section's annual dues of $40 entitles you to receive the Section's The Michigan Dispute Resolution Journal, participate in 
programming, further the activities of the Section, receive Section ListServ and SBMConnect announcements, and participate in the 
Section's SBMConnect and the Section's Discussion ListServ. The Section's ListServ and SBMConnect provide notice of advanced 
training opportunities, special offers for Section members, news of proposed legislative and procedural changes affecting your ADR 
practice, and an opportunity to participate in lively discussions of timely topics.

In implementing its vision, the ADR Section is comprised of several Action Teams. You are encouraged to participate in the activities 
of the Section by joining an Action Team. The Action Teams include the Skills Action Team, responsible for advanced ADR training 
provided at the annual ADR Summit, annual ADR Meeting and Conference, and Lunch and Learn teleseminars; Effective Practices and 
Procedures Action Team, responsible for monitoring and initiating judicial and legislative changes affecting ADR in Michigan; Judicial 
Access Team, charged with assisting courts to provide ADR to litigants; and the Publications Action Team, providing this Journal and 
Listserv and SBMConnect announcements concerning meetings, conferences, trainings and other information related to ADR.

The membership application is at: http://connect.michbar.org/adr/join. 

http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION

2017 Annual Meeting & ADR Conference
Friday—Saturday, October 13-14, 2017  

The Inn at St. Johns, 44045 Five Mile Road, Plymouth, Michigan 48170
Registration deadline is October 3, 2017

Please join us for an exciting learning and networking event! Attend the ADR Section’s 2017 Annual Meeting and 
ADR Conference, featuring 8-hours of advanced mediation training.* Choose from an assortment of hot topics, case 
law, and research updates. Engage in skill-building exercises. Discover what’s new. Add fresh skills to improve your 
current array of techniques. If your practice is in family law, add an optional program of domestic relations media-
tion topics offered by the Family Mediation Council-Michigan. Network with your friends and colleagues, all in one 
convenient weekend! 

We also invite you to attend the Section Cocktail Reception and Awards Banquet Friday night with keynote speaker 
Justice Bridget M. McCormack. Enjoy good food, good conversation and good cheer as we honor our colleagues 
who have made especially strong contributions to the field of alternative dispute resolution.

(*SCAO approval will be sought for 8-hours of advanced mediation training credit. Registration fees may be refunded 
if not approved.)

ADR Section Conference

Friday, October 13, 2017
Noon–12:30  ADR Conference Registration

12:30–12:45 Welcome and Introductions

•	 Sheldon J. Stark, Section Chair, Mediator and arbitrator, Ann Arbor

12:45–1:45 Plenary Session: Michigan ADR Case Law Update 
Stay current and on top of case law developments in arbitration and mediation in Michigan courts.

•	 Lee Hornberger, arbitrator and Mediator, Traverse City

1:45–2:45 Plenary Session: Effective Techniques for Dealing with Money at the Table 
A panel of experienced mediators share time-tested techniques for addressing monetary issues at the table 
including messages sent by opening offers, who makes them, managing party expectations and frustration 
when receiving offers, the importance of rationale to delivery of offers and counter-offers, working with “final 
offers” and other vexing issues when dollars take center stage.
•	 Moderator, Sheldon J. Stark, Mediator and arbitrator, Ann Arbor

•	 Tracy Lee Allen, Global Resolutions PLLC, Mount Clemens

•	 David A. Kotzian, Gasiorek Morgan Greco McCauley & Kotzian PC, Farmington Hills 

•	 Betty R. Widgeon, Widgeon Dispute Resolution & Consultation Services PLC, Ann Arbor

2:45–3:00 Networking Break

3:00–4:00 Plenary Session: Top 10 Ways Parties Sabotage Mediation 
Four experienced mediators describe ways attorneys (and parties) sometimes sabotage mediation and prov-
en mediator techniques to keep them from derailing the process and making the most of a golden opportunity 
for resolution.

•	 Kevin S. Hendrick, Clark Hill PC, Detroit

•	 James J. Rashid, JudiCial resourCe serviCes PC, Farmington Hills

•	 Antoinette R. Raheem, law & Mediation offiCes of antoinette r. raHeeM PC, Bloomfield Hills

•	 Martin C. Weisman, weisMan Young & rueMenaPP, PC, Bingham Farms
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4:00–5:30 Plenary Session: Recent Developments in the Science of Negotiation
Barry Goldman is back with a collection of amazing stories, humorous anecdotes and mind blowing research 
to enrich your knowledge and understanding of what makes people tick, how they make decisions and ways 
this knowledge might impact your work as mediator or advocate. This year, he is joined by Doug Van Epps 
with a hands-on exercise to help anchor Barry’s information.

•	 Barry Goldman, arbitrator & Mediator, Bloomfield Hills

•	 Douglas A. Van Epps, direCtor, sCao offiCe of disPute resolution, Lansing

6:00–6:30 ADR Section Cocktail Reception (for guests attending the Awards Banquet)

6:30–9:00 ADR Section Annual Awards Banquet with Justice Bridget M. McCormack

Saturday, October 14, 2017

8:00–8:30 AM Registration & Continental Breakfast

8:30–9:00 ADR Section Annual Business Meeting (only current ADR Section members may vote)

9:00–10:00 TRACK 1: Developing Your Mediation Practice
Do you already have all the mediation work you want? Are you turning away referrals? If not, learn proven 
techniques to attract more business from a marketing expert and one of his clients.

•	 John Reed, rain BDM, Bloomfield Hills

•	 Robert Wright, tHe PeaCe talks, PlC, Grand Rapids

TRACK 2: The Implicit Association Test and Cognitive Bias
Wondering what people mean when they talk about “implicit bias”?  You will learn about the Implicit Associa-
tion Test, take an IAT assessment, and then discuss how the premises and results of the IAT impact your prac-
tice as a third party neutral by making you aware of some common mental shortcuts we all take for granted.

•	 Erin Archerd, universitY of detroit MerCY law sCHool, Detroit

10:00–10:15 Networking Break

10:15–11:15 TRACK 1: Restorative Justice and the Use of Circles
Restorative Justice has become an identifiable field of practice and study.  This presentation will present Re-
storative Justice concepts, principles, and practices in a variety of settings.

•	 Christine Gilman, J.D., Executive Director, disPute resolution Center of west MiCHigan, Grand Rapids

•	 Ann Lauderdale, MSW, Mediation and restorative JustiCe ConferenCing trainer and PraCtitioner, Manitou 
Beach

•	 Phillip A. Schaedler, sCHaedler laCasse & frost PC, Adrian

TRACK 2: Family Systems Theory in Mediation
Were you raised by wolves? If not, chances are you were subject to family dynamics and are still operating 
according to those dynamics. Family Systems Theory helps mediators figure out “what is going on here” even 
in cases having nothing to do with family matters. 

•	 Marie Walker, MSW, JD, Marie walker PllC, Traverse City

11:15– 12:15 TRACK 1: Mindfulness, Spirituality & Mediation 
Mindfulness and spirituality are both core skills of mediation and can enhance mediation practice.  This work-
shop will introduce you to the concepts of mindfulness and spirituality as separate from religion, will relate 
them to mediation and ADR, and will give you a chance to experience them through exercises and a short 
guided meditation. 

•	 Zena D. Zumeta, Mediation training & Consultation institute, Ann Arbor

TRACK 2: Med/Arb in Complex Litigation
A discussion of the concept of mediation/arbitration applying the concepts to a factually complex litigation 
and indicating the results and the effectiveness of the process as well as the techniques used. Discover how 
an experienced mediator used mediation to narrow the issues for arbitration and how this hybrid process 
could be used in your practice.

•	 George T. Roumell, Jr., arbitrator & Mediator, Detroit

12:15– 12:30 Closing Comments from our new Section Chair

•	 Lee Hornberger, arbitrator and Mediator, Traverse City

ADR SECTION CONFERENCE CONCLUDES
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OPTIONAL FMC-Michigan Conference (additional registration fee for non-FMC members)

Friday, October 13, 2017
8:30– 9:00 am Family Mediation Council Continental Breakfast, Welcome and Introductions

9:00– 12:00 pm Panel Discussion:  Family Mediation and the Courts: Improving the Process for Parties and Mediators

1. Party Capacity Issues in Family Mediations

2. Differences and Similarities Amongst Counties in FOC Policies and Procedures:  What This Means for 
Participants and Mediators

3. Drafting Enforceable Agreements:  Getting the Courts to “Yes” Once the Parties Are There

Panelists:

• John Frasik, Director, Family Assessment, Mediation and Education (FAME) Department, 3rd Judicial Circuit 
Court

• Lee Hornberger, State Bar of Michigan ADR Section Chair-Elect & Editor of The Michigan Dispute 
Resolution Journal 

• Wanda Joseph, MA, Co-founder, NW MI Center for Mediation and Restorative Practice

• Hon. Paula Manderfield, Retired, Fraser, Trebilcock, Davis & Dunlap, PC

• Eugenia Patru, MSW, Evaluator, Washtenaw County Trial Court, Independent Expert Witness

Moderator:
Paula M. Zera, Mediator and Mediation Trainer, Mediation Management Services

CONFERENCE VENUE

The Inn at St. Johns
A limited block of rooms at The Inn at St. Johns is being held for conference attendees until SEPTEMBER 22, 2017. 
The special room rate is $159 per night (plus all applicable taxes). Rooms are limited so reserve early. You must make 
reservations directly with the hotel at (734) 414-0600 and reference “Alternative Dispute Resolution Section/State Bar of 
Michigan.”
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION REGISTRATION

2017 Annual Meeting & Conference
October 13-14, 2017  The Inn at St. Johns, 44045 Five Mile Road, Plymouth

Register online at http://e.michbar.org or by mail (see below)  SPONSORS: Please use Sponsor Registration form which follows

P #:___________________ (if applicable)

Name: ______________________________________________________

Dinner Guest Name: _________________________________________

Law School (if student):  _______________________________________

Your Firm/Company: _________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________

City:________________________ State: ____ Zip: _________

Telephone: ( _____ ) ______________________

E-mail Address: _____________________________________________

Enclosed is check # ________________  for $ ____________________

Please make check payable to: State Bar of Michigan
Pay by credit/debit card at http://e.michbar.org

Note: Create a non-member account if you do not already have one. (To 
check to see if you have an account click here or paste: https://e. michbar.
org/eCommerce/login/emailreset.aspx into your web browser.)

Hotel Information

Hotel reservations cannot be made witH tHis form. 
A limited block of rooms at The Inn at St. Johns is being held for 
conference attendees until SEPTEMBER 22, 2017. The special 
room rate is $159 per night (plus all applicable taxes). Rooms are 
limited so reserve early. You must make reservations directly with 
the hotel at (734) 414-0600 and reference “Alternative Dispute 
Resolution Section/State Bar of Michigan.”

Questions

For additional information regarding the conference, please 
contact Bob Wright at 616-682-7000 or via email to: bob@
thepeacetalks.com.

Cancellation Policy: Registration and Payment must be received at the 
SBM on or before 3PM on October 3, 2017. Refunds will be provided only for 
Cancellations received in writing at the SBM by 3PM on October 3, 2017.  That 
notice can be made by e-mail (tbellinger@michbar.org), fax (517-372-5921 
ATTN: Tina Bellinger), or by U.S. mail (306 Townsend St., Lansing, MI 48933 
ATTN: Tina Bellinger.)

Cost  (REGISTRATION DEADLINE: October 3, 2017)

ADR Section Conference

 ADR Section Conference ............................................ $150 x___= _____

 * Law/Graduate Students   .............................................. $75 x___= _____

  Sitting Judges/Conference Presenters  ............................................. FREE

ADR conference registration fee for sitting judges, is waived. You MUST 
register by mail and MUST pay for your dinner if you are attending Friday 
night’s award ceremony.

        * Graduate students and judges must register by mail ONLY to receive the 
discounted rate. Law student may register online but will need to use 

their law school e-mail.

ADR Conference Materials

All registered attendees will receive a complimentary copy of the written 

materials produced for the ADR Section’s portion of the program. 

Attending ADR Annual Meeting ONLY (Sat. 8:30-9:00 a.m.)
  ADR Annual Meeting ONLY 
        (does not include conferences or banquet) .........................................FREE

Family Mediation Council (FMC) Conference

 FMC Conference (ADR Section Member) ........................ $49 x___= _____

 FMC Conference  (FMC Member) ......................................................FREE

 FMC Conference (All other registrants)........................... $60 x___= _____

Friday Evening (6:30–9:00 p.m.)

 Awards banquet, includes dinner  ........................  $45 x____=_______

 Slow-Roasted Chicken Breast with Roasted Garlic Cream  .....#_____

 Cast Iron Seared Filet Mignon   ..................................................#_____

 Roasted Portobella-Red Pepper Tian   ......................................#_____

 Other (Guests with special dietary needs should contact the hotel at 

(734) 414-0600 at least 1 week prior to arrival to discuss their menu 

options)  ........................................................................................#_____

Grand total  = $________

Saturday Seminar Tracks (To assist with space allocation, 
please indicate which sessions you intend to attend)

9:00–10:00   TRACK 1: Developing Your Mediation Practice

   TRACK 2: The Implicit Association Test and 
Cognitive Bias

10:15–11:15   TRACK 1: Restorative Justice and the Use of 
Circles

   TRACK 2: Family Systems Theory in Mediation

11:15– 12:15   TRACK 1: Mindfulness, Spirituality & Mediation

   TRACK 2: Med/ARB in Complex Litigation

Sponsors (see form on next page)

Sponsors receive varying levels of benefits, including: recognition 
in conference materials, free admission and banquet tickets. For a 
description and to take advantage of those benefits, please see the 
SPONSOR REGISTRATION FORM which follows.

Register One of Two Ways

Online: at http://e.michbar.org to pay by debit/credit card

Mail your check and completed registration form to:

State Bar of Michigan, Attn: Seminar Registration
306 Townsend Street, Lansing, MI 48933
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION

SPONSORSHIP FORM

Your Information

Primary Sponsor Contact: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Company Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________  

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

City:___________________________________ State: _____ Zip: _________

Telephone: ( _____ ) ______________________

E-mail Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Enclosed is check # ________________  for $ ______________   Please make check payable to: State Bar of Michigan

Paying by credit card? Go to http://e.michbar.org   

Mail your check and completed sponsorship form to:  

State Bar of Michigan,  Attn: Seminar Registration,  306 Townsend Street,  Lansing, MI 48933

Conference Sponsorship Levels 

(All sponsors will receive acknowledgement during the annual Awards Banquet, plus written recognition in the conference 
manual and on a poster board in the main conference room)

2017 Annual Meeting & Conference
October 13-14, 2017  The Inn at St. Johns, 44045 Five Mile Road, Plymouth

Sponsorship Registration Deadline September 9, 2017

Sponsorship fees are non-refundable.

To become a Sponsor, please complete the Sponsor Form with your payment to the State Bar (either online at 
http://e.michbar.org or by mail) before September 9, 2017. For additional information regarding sponsor benefits and 

to make reservations, please contact Mary Anne  Parks at 248-895-6400 or parks.maryanne@gmail.com. To ensure proper  
recognition at the conference please e-mail your firm logo to parks.maryanne@gmail.com before Friday, September 29, 2017.

 Bronze Sponsor ..............................................................$100

  Silver Sponsor* ..........................................................$250
• One Complimentary Admission to Conference

 Gold Sponsor*  ............................................................ $500
• One Complimentary Admission to Conference
• Two Complimentary Admissions to Awards Banquet 

 Platinum Sponsor*  .................................................. $1,000
• Three Complimentary Admissions to Conference
• Two Complimentary Admissions to Awards Banquet

* Silver, Gold, and Platinum Sponsors should contact Mary Anne Parks 
at 248- 895-6400 or parks.maryanne@gmail.com to make dinner 
selections and to register attendees for programs.
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Paula K. ManisAnne Bachle Fifer

Thanks to our sponsors for their generous support!

LeibADR LLC

Southeastern Dispute
Resolution Services

Thanks to the Sponsors of the 2016 Annual Meeting!
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Editor's Notes

The Michigan Dispute Resolution Journal is looking for articles on ADR subjects for future issues. You are invited 
to send a Word copy of your proposed article to The Michigan Dispute Resolution Journal Co-Editors Lee 
Hornberger at leehornberger@leehornberger.com and Erin Archerd at archerer@udmercy.edu.

Articles that appear in The Michigan Dispute Resolution Journal do not necessarily reflect the position of the 
State Bar of Michigan, the ADR Section, or any organization. Their publication does not constitute endorsement 
of opinions, viewpoints, or legal conclusion that may be expressed. Publication and editing are at the discretion 
of the editor.

Prior Journals are at http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter. 

ADR Section Social Media Links

Here are the links to the ADR Section's Facebook and Twitter pages. 

You can now Like, Tweet, Comment, and Share the ADR Section!

https://www.facebook.com/sbmadrsection/

https://twitter.com/SBM_ADR

ADR Section Member Blog Hyperlinks
The SBM ADR Section website contains a list of blogs concerning alternative dispute resolution topics that have been submitted by members of the 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Section of the State Bar of Michigan.

 The list might not be complete. Neither the State Bar nor the ADR Section necessarily endorse or agree with everything that is in the blogs. The 
blogs do not contain legal advice from either the State Bar or the ADR Section. 

If you are a member of the SBM ADR Section and have an ADR theme blog you would like added to this list, you may send it to The Michigan 
Dispute Resolution Journal Co-Editor Lee Hornberger at leehornberger@leehornberger.com with the word BLOG and your name in the Subject of 
the e-mail.

The blog list link is: http://connect.michbar.org/adr/memberblogs. 

ADR Section Homepage
The ADR Section website Homepage is at http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home . The 
Homepage includes the Section Mission Statement, Who We Are, Why You Should 
Join the ADR Section, and Let Litigants Know that MEDIATION Really Works. 
The Homepage also provides access to the Section calendar, events, and ADR Section 
publications.

mailto:leehornberger%40leehornberger.com?subject=
expressed.Publication
https://www.facebook.com/sbmadrsection
https://twitter.com/SBM_ADR
mailto:leehornberger%40leehornberger.com?subject=
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Dispute
Resolution 
Journal

State Bar of Michigan
306 Townsend St.
Lansing, MI 48933

The Michigan Dispute Resolution Journal is published by the ADR Section 
of the State Bar of Michigan. The views expressed by contributing authors 
do not necessarily reflect the views of the ADR Section Council. The 
Michigan Dispute Resolution Journal seeks to explore various viewpoints in 
the developing field of dispute resolution.
For comments, contributions or letters, please contact:  

Lee Hornberger - leehornberger@leehornberger.com - 231-941-0746 
Erin Archerd - archerer@udmercy.edu - 313-596-9834  
Joseph C. Basta - jcbasta@yahoo.com - 313-378-8625 
Sheldon Stark - shel@starkmediator.com - 734-417-0287 
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter

MCR 3.216 was amended, effective September 1, 2017  
to be consistent with MCL 600.1035  

concerning domestic violence screening.
MCR 3.216 Domestic Relations Mediation 
 
(A)-(B) [Unchanged.] 
 
(C) Referral to Mediation. 
 
(1)-(2) [Unchanged.] 
 
(3) Unless a court first conducts a hearing to determine whether mediation is appropriate, the court shall not submit a contested issue in a 
domestic relations action, including postjudgment proceedings, if the parties are 
subject to a personal protection order or other protective order, or are involved in a child abuse and neglect proceeding. The court may 
order mediation without a hearing if a protected party requests mediation. 
 
(D)-(G) [Unchanged.] 
 
(H) Mediation Procedure. 
 
(1) [Unchanged.] 
 
(2) The mediator must make reasonable inquiry as to whether either party has a history of a coercive or violent relationship with the other 
party. Throughout the mediation process, the mediator must make reasonable 
efforts to screen for the presence of coercion or violence that would make mediation physically or emotionally unsafe for any participant 
or that would impede achieving a voluntary and safe resolution of issues. A reasonable inquiry includes the use of the domestic violence 
screening protocol for mediators provided by the state court administrative office as directed by the supreme court. 
 
(2)-(8) [Renumbered but otherwise unchanged.] 
 
(I)-(K) [Unchanged.] 
 
The Staff Comment indicates: The amendments of MCR 3.216 update the rule to be consistent with MCL 600.1035, 2016 PA 93, which 
allows a court to order mediation if a protected party requests it and requires a mediator to screen for the presence of domestic violence 
throughout the process. 
 
http://courts.mi.gov/Courts/MichiganSupremeCourt/rules/court-rules-admin-matters/Adopted/2016-33_2017-05-24_FormattedOrder_
AmendtOfMCR3.216.pdf

mailto:leehornberger%40leehornberger.com?subject=
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